Chapter 1
The Bible And Science

Fill in the Blanks:

1. King _____ of Israel was scientific in that he considered and investigated the marvels of his world.
2. The scientist in his investigations cannot examine that which is either in the future or past, but is limited to the _____.
3. The belief that all things happened in a continuous manner in the past as they happen today is called ______.
4. Paul warned Timothy to avoid the opposition of _____ which is falsely called science.
5. _____ said that God drew a circle upon the face of the deep.
6. David talked about ocean currents when he wrote concerning those things which pass through the _____ of the seas.
7. _____ adopted the Copernican theory that the sun was the center of the universe.
8. The concept of evolution is a _____, or philosophy and not a proven scientific fact.
9. The scientist is limited by sense _____ in his investigations.
10. God revealed to _____ that the sun goes about in the galaxy from one end to another.
11. God commanded Adam to have _____ over all living things of His creation.
12. The scientist is limited by _____ ideas which he may have about the things which he is investigating.
13. False _____ of the biblical text has caused much of the conflict which exists between science and the Bible.
14. The Bible teaches that God stretched the north over empty space and hung the earth on _____.
15. _____ believed that the earth was the center of the universe.

Discussion:

16. Why is there a conflict between the field of science and the Bible?
17. What are the limitations of the scientific method of study?
18. What are some of the basic assumptions the scientist must make in carrying out his studies?
19. Why is it not the task of the scientist to determine that which is moral?

Chapter 2
Genesis 1

Fill in the Blanks:

1. Because of the conjunctive word _____ (and), the events of Genesis 1:2 are pictured as immediately following the event of Genesis 1:1.
2. The figurative phrase that a "day is as a thousand years" with the Lord means that _____ is of little essence or importance with God.
3. The word yom with a _____ value always refers to a 24-hour day.
4. The Hebrew word hayetha as it is used in Genesis 1:2 should be translated _____.
5. The Bible states that the things which were made were not created out of the things which are _____.
6. The plural Hebrew word _____ always refers to a series of 24-hour days.
7. If the days of creation were long periods of time, then _____ lived millions of years.
8. God created the world and its inhabitants in six days and rested on the seventh in order to give man a _____ for six days of work and one of rest.
9. Filby stated that the words translated “waste” and “void” imply “_____” and “empty.”
10. When the phrase “morning and evening” is used with the Hebrew word _____ the meaning is a 24-hour day.
11. The Hebrew word _____ refers to a long period of time.
12. The Bible states that by the _____ of the Lord the heavens were made.
13. Because no one was there when the world was created, our belief in origins, therefore, is based upon _____.
14. The only two explanations for the existence of the now present things is either evolution or _____.
15. In order to destroy the opposition of the witness of the Bible concerning origins, many have tried to destroy the _____ of the Bible.

Discussion:

16. What is the “gap theory”?
17. How does the word yom prove that the creation days were not long periods of time?
18. What is significant about the definition of the word hayetha in disproving the theory that there is a gap between the first two verses of Genesis 1?
19. How does the life of Adam prove that the six days of creation were not long periods of time?

Chapter 3

Problems For Theistic Evolutionists

True or False:

1. ____ In order to answer the challenge of plant-insect interdependence, some theistic evolutionists have affirmed that the days of creation as stated in Genesis 1 are out of order.
2. ____ Eve could not be the mother of all living as the Bible states if different races of humans spontaneously evolved into human status at different places of the world.
3. ____ The fact that man is held accountable for his sin separates him from animals.
4. ____ The Bible makes many clear statements that God created the world.
5. ____ The Genesis statement that all things produce after their own kind has reference to things reproducing after their own species.
6. ____ The statement in Genesis that God created man after His likeness manifests a uniqueness between God and man which does not exist between God and animals.
7. ____ If one consistently maintains the theory of evolution he can still believe in the Bible.
8. ____ When God made clothes for Adam and Eve out of animal skins, such manifested that God considered Adam and animals as the same.
9. ____ If one affirms that God brought life into existence by the process of evolution, he is attacking the supernatural power of God to create and work miracle.
10. ____ The Bible affirms that when God created man, man did not have the capacity of reason.
11. ____ The fact that many plants and insects depend upon one another for existence is an argument against creationism.
12. ____ If evolution were true then male and female would have evolved together.
13. ____ One can believe in theistic evolution without questioning the credibility of Jesus and the New Testament writers who affirmed that God created all things.
14. ____ If theistic evolution were true, then there had to be a time in history when God placed Adam and Eve in dominion over their “prehuman” mother, father and relatives.
15. ____ The days of Genesis 1 are a triad in that days 1-3 correspond to days 4-6.

Discussion:

16. What is the significance of the “plain-statement problem”?
17. What is the significance of the “wrong-order problem”?
18. What is the significance of the “dominion problem”?
19. How does the concept of sin argue against the idea that man evolved from lower forms of life?
20. If one denies the creation, what must he do in reference to the rest of the Bible?

Chapter 4

The Genesis Flood

True or False:

1. ____ The covenant God made with the giving of the rainbow was with all humanity.
2. ____ Noah took two of every variety of animal which exists today into the ark.
3. ____ Uniformitarianism and catastrophism are the same beliefs concerning the past history of the physical world.
4. ____ The geological structure of the present earth can best be explained in view of the occurrence of the flood day.
5. ____ In the sorting tendencies of flood activity, we see the smaller forms of life buried first and the larger forms buried last.
6. The universal language used in the biblical text in reference to the flood emphasizes the fact that the flood was limited to the Tigris-Euphrates valley.
7. The extent of the flood as described by the Bible and the necessity of building an ark makes sense only if the flood was a universal happening.
8. If one questions the happening of the flood he must also question the inspiration of New Testament writers who affirmed its happening.
9. The existence of a water canopy around the earth before the flood would mean that the pre-flood atmosphere was warmer than it is today.
10. Studies in population growth indicate that the present population of the world began over 100,000 years ago.
11. It is a common thing to find stories of a great flood in the traditions of ancient civilizations.

Fill in the Blanks:

12. Fossil _____ are locations where a great number of living organisms were thrown together and buried.
13. Peter affirmed that the pre-flood world of Noah’s day was overthrown by a _____ of water.
14. A _____ effect is when the sun’s rays enters a transparent enclosure which allows the light to escape but retains the heat.
15. _____ fossils are those fossils which extend through several different strata.
16. _____ is the study of the remains of ancient organisms which lived in the past.

Discussion:

17. How does the Bible teach the universal flood of Noah’s day?
18. What is significant about Peter’s statement in 2 Peter 3:6?
19. What is a greenhouse effect?
20. Explain the C-14 method of dating.
21. How does the study of paleontology prove the existence of the flood?
22. How do fossil graveyards prove the existence of the flood?

Chapter 5
The Attack Of Evolution

Fill in the blanks:

Answers
Darwin, lie, Thales, organisms, hypothesis, Augustine, favorable, Huxley, Kant, germinal, Malthus, Lyell
TWO missing answers

Discussion:

15. Why is evolution actually a hypothesis and not a theory?
16. What was Lamarck’s theory concerning the development of advantageous organisms?
17. What are somatic and germinal characteristics?
18. How was Darwin’s theories influenced by those of Malthus?
Chapter 6
Reconsidering The Evidences

Fill in the blanks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recapitulation, divergent, intermediate, ancestor, additional, rudimentary, environment, simple, distribution, kind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THREE added answers

1. God created similarities in the physical and chemical makeup of plants, animals and man in order that they be able to exist in the same _____.
2. Evolutionists argue that because men can classify animal and plant life, such is evidence of evolution from a common _____.
3. _____ is the evolutionists' teaching that the embryos of higher animals repeat many of the stages of development each particular animal has passed through in the process of evolution.
4. The fossil record is assumed to be an evidence for evolution in that the more_____ forms of life are in the older strata and the more complex forms of life are in the upper strata.
5. No matter how far back one goes in the geological fossil record, there are no _____ fossils between various major groups of life.
6. Another name for vestigial organs is _____ organs.
7. Geographical _____ is an assumed evidence for evolution in that it is believed that the continental separation of animals has forced them to evolve into different species.

Discussion:

8. What is the belief of embryology?
9. What are vestigial organs and why did evolutionist once believe that they were evidences of evolutionary development?
10. What does similarity prove in reference to belief in a common Creator?
11. How do evolutionists use geographical distribution as an evidence for evolution?
12. What is the problem of mutations in reference to their proof as an evidence for evolutionary development?

Chapter 7
Dating Ancient Things

Fill in the blanks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ocean, uniformitarianism, carbon, 1,000, lead, lead, indirect, Ussher, Paleozoic, system, Lyell, polystrate, dinosaurs, thrusts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THREE missing answers

1. There is no way to determine if the earth and meteorites had the same isotopic composition of _____ in the beginning.
2. The industrial revolution has added _____ to the earth’s atmosphere, and thus, complicates the accuracy of the C-14 method of dating.
3. Bishop _____ used Bible chronologies in order to establish dates of past historical events.
4. The nitrate method of dating is a calculation of the nitrate context of the _____ in relation to what is added annually by rivers.
5. Dating events according to the Bible can be very accurate back to about _____ B. C.
6. Primitive reptiles, according to evolutionists, are supposed to have developed in the Permian epoch of the _____ era.
7. The geological time scale was constructed upon the assumption that _____ was true.
8. One of the assumptions of the uranium-lead method of dating is the assumption that the first rocks contained no _____.
9. Potassium-40 decays at a known rate to the inert gas which is called _____.
10. Charles _____ is credited for originating the geological time scale.
11. The meteorite method of dating assumes that the rate of _____ of uranium to lead has been constant since the beginning.
12. The potassium-argon method of dating is an _____ method of dating a fossil.
13. Concerning the uranium-lead method, it is assumed that the specimens tested have existed for billions of years in a closed _____.
14. A _____ fossil extends through several layers of strata.
15. ______ are supposed to have taken millions of years to adapt to their environment, and yet, the fossil record says that most disappeared from existence.
16. In Glen Rose, Texas human footprints were found in _____ strata.
17. Formations where supposedly older strata is on top of younger strata are called ______.
Discussion:

18. What are some of the problems with the meteorite method of dating?
19. What are some of the problems with the helium method of dating?
20. What are the problems with the uranium-lead method of dating?
21. What things must be assumed when using the C-14 method of dating?
22. Why would an organism that died before the flood be measured thousands of years older according to the C-14 method of dating than an organism that died shortly after the flood?
23. What is the circular reason in dating rocks by fossils?
24. What do you think are the fundamental problems with the geological times scale?
25. In reference to the geological time scale, what is the “wrong-order” problem?
26. What problem does the sudden appearance of life pose to the evolutionist?

Chapter 8
Problems For Evolutionists

Fill in the blanks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cro-Magnon, mutation, first, change, faith, Neanderthal, fossil, impossible, second, DNA, variety, brain, creator, adaptive, Cro-Magnon, Peking, invertebrates, Coelacanth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TWO missing answers

1. Evolutionists have affirmed that _____ produces the variety in life and natural selection chooses and passes on those characteristics which are advantageous.
2. Concerning the laws of nature, that which is highly improbable is almost _____.
3. The _____ Man was fabricated from the discovery of a tooth of an extinct pig.
4. The _____ law of thermodynamics teaches that there is no more creation or material organization of the physical world.
5. The _____ law of thermodynamics affirms that the material world is actually running down.
6. The _____ Man was first pictured as an apelike creature, but after further discoveries and studies was made to look like a modern man.
7. _____ Man was considered to be the first *homo sapien*.
8. The _____ Man was discovered in the same area as Wadjak Man who is a modern man.
9. The origin of things is a matter of _____, both for the creationist and the evolutionist, for neither was there in the beginning when it all happened.
10. The primary source of evidence for evolution is the _____ record of ancient things.
11. The _____ fish was discovered which previously had been thought to have vanished millions of years ago.
12. Deoxyribonucleic acid, or _____, is the structure of the chromosome which determines hereditary characteristics.
13. Mutations do not produce the _____ that is needed to change species or develop new species.
14. Evolutionists have to deal with the problem that half-developed stages of a mutant structure must have _____ value for the survival of the species, or they would never develop.
15. Unless affected by radiation or abnormal circumstances, DNA is highly resistant to _____.
16. The fact that all living things have a similar chemical makeup is evidence that we have a common _____, not a common ancestor.
17. The _____ Man was discovered in China and was constructed of several teeth and a jaw bone.
18. Evolutionists affirm that _____ (life forms without backbones) evolved before vertebrates.
19. The _____ Man had an average brain capacity 250 c.c. to 350 c.c. larger than modern man.
20. Scientists in the past believed that the size of the human _____ was an indication of intelligence.

Discussion:

21. Explain the first law of thermodynamics.
22. Explain the second law of thermodynamics.
23. What is significant about all mutations that make them detrimental for an evolutionary process?
24. Why cannot natural selection explain the origin of favorable characteristics?
25. Why would the nature of DNA argue against the process of evolution?
26. What are some of the common problems associated with the discoveries of “ape men” in reference to evolutionary theories?
27. What was the hoax of the Piltdown man?
Chapter 9
The Inadequacy Of Evolutionary Philosophy

Fill in the blanks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sociobiology, Augustine, objectivity, devalues, Chardin, materialism, intelligent, view, values, please, theistic, catastrophes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWO added answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. One’s world _____ is the total understanding of life the individual has toward all things.
2. Evolutionary philosophy destroys the _____ of one’s studies by prejudicing scientific thinking.
3. Some people accept evolution because they want to be considered _____.
4. _____ is the belief that social behavior is genetically controlled and guided.
5. _____ said that evolution is a “general condition to which all theories, all hypothesis, all systems must bow.”
6. The behavior of the individual is determined by his _____ which are based upon one’s world view.
7. Evolutionary thinking _____ life and promotes social decay.
8. The _____ evolutionist must make a decision whether to completely accept evolutionary philosophy or completely accept the Bible.
9. Some evolutionists have rejected uniformitarianism and accepted the existence of geological _____ in the history of earth’s development.
10. People often accept evolutionary philosophy because they are pressured to _____.

Discussion:

11. What does evolutionary beliefs do in reference to the objectivity of one’s studies in the field of science?
12. In reference to one value of life, what effect does the evolutionary philosophy of life play?
13. How would the philosophy of evolution promote war?
14. Why do people want to believe in the theory of evolution?
15. What is sociobiology and how does such a belief affect our relationships with one another?

Course 124 Review Exam

Multiple Choice:

1. _____ Which one of the following believed that the sun was the center of the universe?
   (A) Galileo, (B) Ptolemy, (C) Tacitus, (D) Pluto
2. _____ Which Old Testament writer spoke of the “paths” of the sea which referred to ocean currents?
   (A) Solomon, (B) Isaiah, (C) David, (D) Jonah
3. _____ What is the belief that all things have occurred in the past as we see them occurring today?
   (A) Materialism, (B) Creationism, (C) Catastrophism, (D) Uniformitarianism
4. _____ To what is the scientist limited?
   (A) Study of things in the present, (B) To his five senses, (C) In determining what is either ethical or moral, (D) All the preceding
5. _____ Who said to beware of false science?
   (A) Peter, (B) Jesus, (C) James, (D) Paul
6. _____ What theory did Galileo adopt?
   (A) That matter and mind have existed parallel from all eternity, (B) That the earth is the center of the universe, (C) That mind was the result of matter in motion, (D) That the sun was the center of the universe
7. _____ Who disproved the theory of spontaneous generation?
   (A) Copernicus, (B) Redi, (C) Ptolemy, (D) Galileo
8. _____ What must the scientist assume?
   (A) That matter has always been the same, (B) His senses do not deceive him, (C) The uniformity of nature, (D) All the preceding
9. _____ Which Old Testament prophet wrote that the earth was round?
   (A) Elisha, (B) Isaiah, (C) Ezekiel, (D) Moses
10. _____ Who is considered the father of oceanography because of his discovery of ocean currents?
    (A) Redi, (B) Pasteur, (C) Maury, (D) Galileo
11. _____ What Hebrew word does Moses use between the first two verses of Genesis 1 to picture that the events of verse 2 immediately followed the events of verse 1?
    (A) yom, (B) waw, (C) olam, (D) yamin
12. _____ What Hebrew word is used to express a long period of time?
    (A) yom, (B) yamin, (C) olam, (D) waw
13. _____ When the word yom is used with a numerical value, what is meant?
    (A) Long periods of time, (B) A 24-hour period of time, (C) A few minutes, (D) One-thousand year periods
14. What is the meaning of the word *hayetha*?
   (A) Was, (B) A long period of time, (C) A 24-hour day, (D) A thousand years

15. If evolution is true, and there is no such thing as creation, then what conclusion must we make concerning God?
   (A) The God of the Bible does not exist, (B) There is a God, but He cannot create, (C) There is a God, but He can only bring life into being through evolution, (D) None of the preceding

16. Who said that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years?
   (A) Paul, (B) Jesus, (C) Peter, (D) John

17. If the theory of theistic evolution is true, then what is true concerning Adam and Eve?
   (A) Their “father and mother” were not human, (B) Their ancestors did not sin, (C) Both would have to be considered human at the same time, (D) All the preceding

18. To what does the “plain-statement problem” have reference?
   (A) That God brought life into existence through evolution, (B) That the Bible clearly states that God created, (C) That the Bible is not clear concerning creation, (D) That only Genesis states clearly that God created all things

19. What do uniformitarianism and catastrophism have in common concerning the physical world?
   (A) Both affirm that the present is the key to the past, (B) Both affirm that the earth is billions of years old, (C) Both affirm that the natural appearance of the earth’s surface came about through uniform functioning of natural laws over millions of years, (D) None of the preceding

20. What did God’s use of animal skins to make clothing for Adam and Eve signify?
   (A) That God considered Adam and Eve greater than animals, (B) That animals were of the same nature as Adam and Eve, (C) That Adam and Eve should sacrifice animals, (D) That Adam and Eve should exalt animals as sacred

21. What does the Yucca Moth prove concerning the plant and insect world?
   (A) That the Yucca Moth could have existed without the Yucca Plant, (B) That the plant world came into existence before the insect world, (C) That some insects and plants are totally dependant on one another for existence, (D) That the insect world can exist without plants

22. Who said, “This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh”?
   (A) Job, (B) Moses, (C) Adam, (D) Eve

23. What problem does the fact that the Bible says we are created after the image of God pose to theistic evolutionists?
   (A) It poses no problem, (B) That man is different from animals in that man is in the spiritual image of God, (C) That men were made from the dust of the earth, (D) That men have a spiritual connection with one another

24. Which problem for theistic evolutionists deals with man’s accountability before God for his behavior?
   (A) The intellect problem, (B) The dominion problem, (C) The sin-and-fall problem, (D) The image problem

25. Which problem for theistic evolutionists deals with plants and animals being dependant on one another?
   (A) The confirmation problem, (B) The rib problem, (C) The image problem, (D) None of the preceding

26. Which problem for theistic evolutionists deals with the fact that biblical writers affirmed that God created man?
   (A) The harmony problem, (B) The intellect problem, (C) The image problem, (D) None of the preceding

27. What is the science of studying ancient remains of organisms?
   (A) Geology, (B) Paleontology, (C) Astrology, (D) Astronomy

28. According to the Bible, to what extent did the flood waters prevail upon the earth?
   (A) The waters completely covered only the Tigris-Euphrates valley, (B) The waters completely covered the entire world, (C) The waters covered only the mountains of Ararat, (D) The waters only locally covered the area where Noah lived

29. Who said that the world before Noah was overthrown with a catastrophe of flood waters?
   (A) Peter, (B) Paul, (C) Jesus, (D) James

30. What does the Bible say concerning the physical appearance of the face of the world that existed before the flood?
   (A) It was re-created, (B) It was transformed, (C) It perished, (D) It was replanted

31. What is the greenhouse effect?
   (A) The glacial freezing of all life, (B) The warming effect that occurs as the sun’s rays enter a closed system wherein warmth is retained and light is reflected, (C) The bombardment of the ionosphere with Carbon 14, (D) The destruction of plant life by the overheating of the earth’s atmosphere

32. Which statement would be true concerning Carbon-14?
   (A) The amount of Carbon-14 in the atmosphere before the flood would be less than after the flood, (B) The amount of Carbon-14 in the tissues of living organisms before the flood would be less than living tissues after the flood, (C) The amount of Carbon-14 has not been the same in the atmosphere since the beginning of the world, (D) All the preceding

33. Studies in the growth of the world population indicates what fact?
   (A) Man has been on the earth for millions of years, (B) Man has been on the earth for billions of years, (C) We cannot determine if man has been on the earth for millions of years or thousands of years, (D) Man has been on the earth for thousands of years

34. What are polystrate fossils?
   (A) Less complex fossils that were buried in deeper strata, (B) Fossils that extend through several layers of strata, (C) More complex fossils buried in older strata, (D) Fossils that are measured to be older because they are more complex

35. The volume of the ark would have been equal to the square meters of how many American train cars?
   (A) 1000, (B) 522, (C) 127, (D) 355

36. What ancient story gives an account of how the earth was once flooded with water?
   (A) The Odyssey, (B) The Gilgamesh Epic, (C) The writings of Ptolemy, (D) Tales of Babylon
37. ____ What is a general characteristic about the placement of fossils in geological strata?
   (A) The more complex fossils are in the supposedly older strata, (B) The less complex fossils are in supposedly older strata, (C) The more complex fossils determine the age of the older strata, (D) The supposedly younger strata has few complex fossils

38. ____ In what geological age is there a sudden appearance of complex forms of life?
   (A) Cambrian, (B) Paleozoic, (C) Archeozoic, (D) Mesozoic

39. ____ What do fossil graveyards prove?
   (A) That all animals died naturally, (B) That uniformitarianism is true, (C) That catastrophism must be considered when determining the history of the world, (D) That more complex animals have developed only in recent years

40. ____ What does the existence of a fossil prove?
   (A) That the fossil was buried over millions of years, (B) That the animal either died by being buried alive or was buried immediately after it died, (C) That catastrophism cannot be considered in the geological development of the world, (D) That animals always died by violent means

41. ____ What does the present existence of coal and oil deposits prove concerning the past history of the world?
   (A) That the earth was once very lush with vegetation, (B) That the earth was desert before the flood of Noah, (C) That uniformitarians’ thinking is true concerning the past history of the world, (D) None of the preceding

42. ____ Who wrote the "Origin of Species"?
   (A) Simpson, (B) Huxley, (C) Lyell, (D) None of the preceding

43. ____ Who said that there were those in Israel who made the people to believe a lie?
   (A) David, (B) Jeremiah, (C) Isaiah, (D) Hezekiah

44. ____ What are those characteristics that are developed in living organisms because of the influence of the environment?
   (A) Germinal, (B) Mutational, (C) Somatic, (D) Environmental

45. ____ Who is believed to be the first theistic evolutionist who sought to harmonize the philosophical beginnings of man with the biblical account of creation?
   (A) Darwin, (B) Augustine, (C) Thales, (D) Aristotle

46. ____ What philosopher believed that all life originated from water?
   (A) Empedocles, (B) Aristotle, (C) Thales, (D) Philo

47. ____ Who first taught that an animal developed characteristics because of its struggle for survival in its environment?
   (A) Darwin, (B) Huxley, (C) Thales, (D) Lamarck

48. ____ Who tried to harmonize the science of his day with religious teaching?
   (A) Kant, (B) Augustine, (C) Thales, (D) Lamarck

49. ____ Who wrote "Essay on Population" wherein he taught that peoples of the world struggle against one another for survival?
   (A) Augustine, (B) Malthus, (C) Darwin, (D) Lamarck

50. ____ Which one of the following was not one of Darwin's philosophies of evolutionary development?
   (A) Struggle for survival, (B) Reproduction exactly according to parental genetics, (C) Overpopulation, (D) Inheritance of acquired characteristics

51. ____ Who is best known for his promotion of mutations as the mechanism by which evolution was to have occurred?
   (A) Darwin, (B) Lamarck, (C) Huxley, (D) DeVries

52. ____ What has added carbon dioxide to the earth’s atmosphere?
   (A) Desertification, (B) Green forest areas of the world, (C) The industrial revolution, (D) Volcanic activity

53. ____ Who used the Bible to establish a date for the beginning of all things?
   (A) Augustine, (B) Ussher, (C) Malthus, (D) Lyell

54. ____ What do evolutionists conclude from the similar anatomical features in animal life?
   (A) That there is a common Creator, (B) That there is a common ancestor, (C) That similar features give evidence of evolution back to the original structures of the animal, (D) That similar anatomical features indicate similar behavioral patterns

55. ____ What is recapitulation?
   (A) Development of an organism to a high form of function, (B) From the embryo state to adulthood, an animal goes through its evolutionary states of development, (C) All forms of life seek to return to their evolutionary heritage, (D) None of the preceding

56. ____ What are vestigial organs?
   (A) Organs that are supposed to have lost their purpose, and thus are useless in bodily function, (B) Underdeveloped organs of the body that continue their evolutionary development, (C) Organs that are highly essential to bodily function, (D) Organs that have been developed by the influences of the environment

57. ____ What is the problem inherent in mutations as an evidence for evolutionary development?
   (A) Mutations develop vestigial organs which are detrimental to the development of an organism, (B) Almost all mutations are detrimental to the survival of the species, (C) Mutations do not occur, (D) Mutations do not occur by accident in a species

58. ____ What system of dating depends on the measurement of isotopic composition of the specimen?
   (A) C-14 Method, (B) Potassium-Argon Method, (C) Meteorite Method, (D) Helium Method

59. ____ What is the fallacy of dating specimens by the strata in which they are found?
   (A) The specimens are decayed beyond testing, (B) The strata is dated by the specimens found in them, (C) All strata is dated to be the same age by evolutionists, (D) None of the preceding
60. Which one of the following is not an assumption that must be affirmed when using a dating method that involves the deterioration of radioactive components?
   (A) The “steady-rate-of-decay” assumption, (B) The “no-lead” assumption, (C) The “closed-system” assumption, (D) None of the preceding

61. Who discovered the Carbon-14 method of dating?
   (A) Lamarck, (B) Huxley, (C) Simpson, (D) Libby

62. What supposedly ancient man was fabricated out of a tooth that was later discovered to be the tooth of a pig?
   (A) Neanderthal Man, (B) Peking Man, (C) Nebraska Man, (D) Piltdown Man

63. What ancient man is believed to be the first *homo sapiens*?
   (A) Neanderthal Man, (B) Cro-Magnon Man, (C) Java Man, (D) Piltdown Man

64. What must be assumed in the measurements of the Carbon-14 method of dating?
   (A) That the bombardment of the ionosphere by the sun’s rays has always been constant and the same, (B) That the level of C-14 in the atmosphere has always been the same, (C) That the specimens have not been contaminated, (D) All the preceding

65. Which one of the following is not one of the eras of the Geological Time Scale?
   (A) Archeozoic, (B) Jurassic, (C) Cenozoic, (D) Paleozoic

66. In what epoch is it believed that the first vertebrates appeared and some land plants?
   (A) Miocene, (B) Silurian, (C) Oligocene, (D) Triassic

67. What is the most significant evidence that the evolutionist needs but is missing from the fossil record?
   (A) Fully developed forms of life, (B) Extinct forms of life, (C) Forms of life that have the appearance of being old, (D) Transitional fossils

68. What was unique about the discovery of Glen Rose, Texas in America?
   (A) A transitional fossil was found, (B) A fully developed dinosaur was discovered that had vestigial organs, (C) Fully fossilized dinosaur eggs were discovered, (D) Human footprints were discovered in dinosaur tracks

69. What problem does the second law of thermodynamics pose to evolutionists?
   (A) All things are in a process of deterioration, (B) The geological world is increasing in complexity, (C) All life is reaching greater complexity, (D) Ancient things cannot be dated by isotopic deterioration

70. What did scientists believe in the past concerning the size of the human brain?
   (A) That small brain size indicated greater intelligence, (B) That larger brains indicated greater intelligence, (C) That brain size had no effect on intelligence, (D) None of the preceding

71. What was Darwin's theory concerning the natural selection of mutations?
   (A) More offspring are produced than can survive, (B) Overproduction results in a struggle for survival, (C) Struggle for survival leads to natural selection of favorable mutations, (D) All the preceding

72. What can natural selection not explain?
   (A) The usefulness of so-called half-developed organisms, (B) There is no answer for the origin of favorable characteristics, (C) The chance for the selection of favorable characteristics is too great, (D) All the preceding

73. What does DNA pose as a problem for evolutionary development?
   (A) All characteristics of an individual are determined by DNA, (B) DNA will not allow somatic adaptation, (C) The DNA structure can be changed only by cross breeding, (D) None of the preceding

74. In what field of study is it believed that behavior is determined by the genetic makeup of human beings?
   (A) Anthropaleontology, (B) Anthropology, (C) Sociobiology, (D) Astrology

75. What world leader constructed his politics around the belief that the supposed superior races of the human race have a right to destroy an inferior race of people?
   (A) Alexander the Great, (B) Stalin, (C) Herod the Great, (D) Hitler

76. If evolution is true, then what would be the consequences concerning the thinking of men?
   (A) Human life would be devalued, (B) Racial superiority would be fostered, (C) Wars would be justified, (D) All the preceding

77. If evolution has occurred, then what is true in reference to one's religious beliefs?
   (A) There is no need for God, (B) One’s religious beliefs are the product of matter in motion, (C) The Bible is not true concerning statements of creation, (D) All the preceding

78. What is humanism?
   (A) Social behavior is established in the DNA, (B) Man is the center of life, and thus, the one around which all things evolve, (C) We must be considerate of one another, (D) All the preceding

79. Who said that most educated people believe in evolution because they have been told that most educated people believe in evolution?
   (A) Gish, (B) Huxley, (C) Darwin, (D) Morris
1. _____ What argument does the “dust problem” propose to theistic evolutionists?
(A) Kinds of animals must produce after their own kind, (B) The order of creation is correct, (C) Man began as creation from dust, not pre-existent animals, (D) The rest of the Bible confirms creation

2. _____ If evolution is true, then what should the fossil record reveal?
(A) Thousands of transitional fossil forms, (B) A sudden appearance of life, (C) Non-existent change in organisms in fossils for those same species which exist today

3. _____ What does the Bible say concerning the first law of thermodynamics?
(A) God created by evolutionary processes, (B) All life is reaching greater order, (C) Creation has ceased

4. _____ What is the most serious problem for evolutionists concerning the evolutionary theory?
(A) Inaccuracy of dating methods, (B) Thrusts, (C) Absence of transitional fossils in the fossil record

5. _____ What has led to much of the controversy between Bible believers and some scientists?
(A) Some false biblical interpretations by Bible believers, (B) False theories of some scientists, (C) Prejudices of some scientists against creation, (D) All the above

6. _____ What is the normal Hebrew word which would be translated “become”?
(A) Yamin, (B) Haphak, (C) Hayetha, (D) Yatsar

7. _____ Who said that “the advances made through science and technology have somehow failed their promise ...”?
(A) Silver, (B) Trippett, (C) Morris, (D) Gish

8. _____ Why is the scientist limited to his senses?
(A) Because he studies that which is in the future, (B) Because he studies in the area of what he can actually experience, (C) Because he can be factual about the past

9. _____ Of what ape-man discovery was it said that “all previous theories of the origin of the lineage which leads to modern man must now be totally revised”?
(A) Peking Man, (B) 333 Woman, (C) Skull 1470

10. _____ Which “ape-man” discovery was a hoax?
(A) Peking Man, (B) Piltdown Man, (C) Java Man

11. _____ For what does the symbol “C-14” stand?
(A) Radioactive carbon, (B) Carbon dioxide, (C) Carbon monoxide, (D) Cambrian Epoch

12. _____ Which one is not an era of the geological time scale?
(A) Cambrian, (B) Archeozoic, (C) Cenozoic, (D) Paleozoic

13. _____ What is the study of the remains of ancient organisms which lived in the past?
(A) Geology, (B) Uniformitarianism, (C) Paleontology

14. _____ What is a probable reason why God created the earth in six days and rested on the seventh?
(A) In order to give a pattern for man for six days of work and one of rest, (B) In order to create the sabbath for the Jews, (C) For no reason at all, (D) To make us assume that these were six geological time periods

15. _____ Who wrote the book, The Origin of Species?
(A) Darwin, (B) Huxley, (C) Augustine, (D) Kant

16. _____ Which one of the following was not one of Darwin’s five major presuppositions for this theory?
(A) Struggle for survival, (B) Variation, (C) Genetic variation, (D) Natural selection of the most fit

17. _____ Which one of the following determines the individual’s final behavior?
(A) Friends, (B) Values, (C) Government, (D) Children

18. _____ Which one of the following is not a problem concerning the discovery and dating of ancient remains?
(A) The digging up of the remains, (B) The fact that men have buried their dead, (C) The deterioration of all tissue except hard bones
19. If theistic evolution is true, then which one of the following would be true?
(A) God should consider man to be greater than animals, (B) There would be a concept of sin, (C) There should be no sin in Cain's killing of Abel, (D) All humanity came from Adam and Eve

20. What problem is presented to theistic evolutionists by the "intervention problem"?
(A) Proves that God is able to reveal Himself, (B) Rules out the possibility of God and miracles, (C) Shows that the creation days were in the right order, (D) Shows that the creation was confirmed by other Bible writers

21. Out of what does the Bible teach that God created all things?
(A) Pre-existent matter, (B) Eternal plasma, (C) That which does not appear

22. What prophet stated that God made the earth to be inhabited?
(A) Hosea, (B) Isaiah, (C) Joel, (D) Amos

23. What is the belief that social behavior is controlled by the DNA of the genes?
(A) Scientology, (B) Sociobiology, (C) Uniformitarianism,

24. How does evolution promote atheism?
(A) It gradually eliminates the necessity for Divine intervention, (B) It promotes rethinking of origins, (C) It justifies one man's struggle against another man

25. Which is not one reason why people are evolutionists?
(A) They are prejudiced toward religion, (B) They presuppose evolution is a scientific fact, (C) They want to be considered intelligent, (D) It occurs today

26. The Hebrew word yom should be understood to mean a 24-hour day when preceded by what?
(A) A verb, (B) A noun, (C) A numeral, (D) An adjective

27. Which one of the following does limit the scientist in his investigations?
(A) Preconceived ideas, (B) His assumption that matter is constant, (C) The prejudice of evolutionary philosophy, (D) All the preceding

28. If evolutionary change has occurred, which of the following is true?
(A) The fossil record would have no evidence of transitional fossils, (B) No modern living organism should resemble its ancient ancestor from which it evolved, (C) Ancient organisms should be as their modern descendants

29. If evolution is true, then what would be the standard of moral values?
(A) There would be no standard of morality, (B) Revelation from God, (C) Traditions of religious leaders

30. What did scientists in times past commonly believe was a measure of the intelligence of man?
(A) Physical stature, (B) Brain size, (C) Physical strength,

31. Who said, "He who does not wish to fight in this world where permanent struggle is the law of life, has no right to exist"?
(A) Chardin, (B) Huxley, (C) Darwin, (D) Hitler

32. Who said, "Evolution, if consistently accepted, makes it impossible to believe the Bible"?
(A) Zimmerman, (B) Huxley, (C) Young, (D) Grant

33. The existence of a vapor canopy encompassing the earth before the flood would say what about the nature of the earth's climate before the flood?
(A) It was much cooler, (B) It would be similar as today, (C) There would be a universal climate that is warmer

34. How would one correctly prove the philosophy of evolution to be right?
(A) By denying the other alternative to origins, (B) By scientific evidence, (C) As a philosophy concerning origins it cannot be scientifically proved to be right

35. What is the study of the earth's structure as it exists today and in the past?
(A) Paleontology, (B) Geology, (C) Physics, (D) Ontology

36. What should be the Christian's attitude toward science?
(A) Antagonistic, (B) Cautious, (C) Believe everything, (D) Doubt everything

37. According to geological evidence, which is true?
(A) Man was contemporary with dinosaurs, (B) Dinosaurs died out before man existed, (C) Man predated dinosaurs
38. When it comes to dating ancient things, which statement is true?
(A) All scientists agree upon the age of the earth, (B) There is no accurate way of dating ancient things, (C) The earth is actually billions of years old

39. What method of dating measures the amount of decay of uranium to lead and compares the isotopic composition of the earth with material bodies not of this earth?
(A) Helium method, (B) Meteorite method, (C) Potassium-argon method, (D) Fluorine method

40. What is the significance of the word “and” at the beginning of Genesis 1:2?
(A) Indicates that there was a gap of millions of years after verse 1, (B) The events of verse two immediately follow the events of verse 1, (C) The created earth digressed into waste and void matter, (D) God initiated a re-creation

41. Which one of the following is not a proof for the universal flood of Noah’s day?
(A) The biblical narrative emphasizes a universal flood, (B) Noah was to spend much time in building an ark to save life, (C) The rainbow covenant was for all men, (D) The fact that all the present world was populated from Noah’s seed

42. Before the flood, where was the greater amount of water contained which was unleashed by the flood event?
(A) In the oceans, (B) Under the ground, (C) In a vapor canopy which encompassed the earth, (D) In rivers

43. Which point would not be an argument against evolution?
(A) The complexity of the DNA structure, (B) The detrimental nature of mutations, (C) The nature of reproduction after one’s own “kind,” (D) All the preceding

44. What is the primary source of evidence that evolutionists use for the theory of evolution?
(A) Biological studies of living organisms, (B) Geological formations, (C) The fossil record, (D) Mutations and natural selection

45. Which one of the following is not one of the seven major evidences for evolution?
(A) Catastrophism, (B) Classification, (C) Vestigial organs, (D) Geographical distribution

46. What man is included in the Luke 3 genealogy of Jesus but is left out of the genealogy of Genesis 11?
(A) Shelah, (B) Rahab, (C) Moses, (D) Cainan

47. The gap theory contends that there is a gap of millions of years between what two verses of the Bible?
(A) Genesis 2:1 & 2, (B) Genesis 1:1 & 2, (C) Genesis 3:1 & 2, (D) Genesis 1:2 & 3

48. What is the teaching of uniformitarianism?
(A) All geological processes which occur today do so as they have always done in the past, (B) All species evolve uniformly, (C) There is uniformity in the survival of all life on earth

49. How is the potassium-argon method used to date fossils?
(A) By dating the sediment in which the fossil is found, (B) By measuring the amount of fluorine in a fossil, (C) By comparing the amount of decay of uranium to lead

50. Which one is not an assumption of the uranium-lead method of dating?
(A) That uranium actually disintegrates to lead, (B) That specimens existed in closed systems, (C) That the rate of decay has remained constant, (D) That all original rocks had no lead.

51. If there were less C-14 in the atmosphere in ages past than what exists today, what would be true?
(A) Animal remains would be dated younger than what is actual, (B) Animal remains would be dated older than the actual date of the animal, (C) The animal would be dated at its actual time of living

52. According to present statistical counting of population growth, we can count back to civilization which began about when?
(A) 5,000 to 6,000 B.C., (B) 100,000 to 150,000 B.C., (C) 2,000 to 3,000 B.C., (D) 50,000 to 100,000 B.C.

53. What do fossil graveyards prove?
(A) That uniformitarianism is true, (B) That catastrophism is true, (C) That man was created by God

54. Which of the following statements is true concerning the general scientist’s approach to the Bible?
(A) Scientists generally accept the Bible as true, (B) Scientists work to confirm the Bible, (C) Scientists usually ignore the Bible in their investigations
55. _____ If evolved from pre-existent animals, then what questions can be asked of the theistic evolutionist which he cannot answer?
(A) Why was there no wrong committed when God killed an animal in order to make clothes for Adam and Eve? (B) Why was it wrong for Cain to kill Abel if man is of the animal world? (C) Why does the Bible consider Eve the mother of all living if she was not the first mother from which all men came? (D) All of the above

56. _____ How is the potassium-argon method used to date fossils?
(A) By dating the sediment in which the fossil is found, (B) By measuring the amount of fluorine in a fossil, (C) By comparing the amount of decay of uranium to lead

57. _____ Which one is not an assumption of the uranium-lead method of dating?
(A) That uranium actually disintegrates to lead, (B) That specimens existed in closed systems, (C) That the rate of decay has remained constant, (D) That all original rocks had no lead.

58. _____ What is true concerning the limitations of the scientific method of study?
(A) There are no limitations of the scientific method, (B) Any conclusions from scientific studies must consider all limitations to the scientific method, (C) The scientific method will always come to correct conclusions

59. _____ Who stated that the world which existed before the flood of Noah's day was overthrown by water?
(A) Paul, (B) James, (C) Jesus, (D) Peter

60. _____ What does the island of Surtesy prove?
(A) That it takes long periods of time to give the appearance of age, (B) That uniformitarianism is true, (C) That the appearance of age can happen in only a few years, (D) The philosophy of evolution is true

61. _____ Those who believe in the gap theory contend that the Hebrew word hayetha should be translated what?
(A) "Waste & void", (B) "Became", (C) "Long period"

62. _____ How is the potassium-argon method used to date fossils?
(A) By dating the sediment in which the fossil is found, (B) By measuring the amount of fluorine in a fossil, (C) By comparing the amount of decay of uranium to lead

63. _____ Which one is not an assumption of the uranium-lead method of dating?
(A) That uranium actually disintegrates to lead, (B) That specimens existed in closed systems, (C) That the rate of decay has remained constant, (D) That all original rocks had no lead.

64. _____ In reference to the flood of Noah's day, what significance does the gap theory play?
(A) The theory plays no significance in reference to the flood, (B) The gap theory minimizes the significance of the flood, (C) The gap theory better explains the geological formations we see today than the flood

65. _____ What does it mean when the Bible says that God rested on the seventh day?
(A) God was physically tired, (B) Creation had ceased, (C) God would later continue creation

66. _____ What is the Gilgamish Epic?
(A) An ancient account of creation, (B) An ancient account of a flood, (C) A study of Babylonian history

67. _____ What inspired writer wrote concerning ocean currents?
(A) Solomon, (B) David, (C) Job, (D) John

68. _____ The existence of fossils proves what?
(A) That life was deposited and buried quickly, (B) That uniformitarianism is true, (C) That strata was laid down over millions of years, (D) That evolution is true

69. _____ What did Darwin believe caused the struggle for survival in all life?
(A) Sickness in the world, (B) Overpopulation of the world, (C) An inborn nature to overcome

70. _____ What is the law of nature which says all material things are deteriorating toward greater uselessness?
(A) Biogenetic law, (B) First law of thermodynamics, (C) Second law of thermodynamics, (D) Law of probability

71. _____ What does the fossil record reveal?
(A) Polystrate fossils, (B) Giants once lived, (C) The total lack of transitional fossils, (D) All the preceding

72. _____ Which is a true statement concerning the "chance theories" which are demanded by evolutionists?
(A) Great improbability equals possibility, (B) That which is highly improbable by chance is almost impossible. (C) Given enough time anything can happen by chance
73. ____ What is the more reasonable explanation for canyons?
(A) Settled earth was worn away by millions of years of river water, (B) They were cut by run-off water before newly settled earth could solidify, (C) They are great fissures cut by earthquakes, (D) There is no explanation

74. ____ Through what must the scientist struggle in order to form an objective hypothesis or conclusion?
(A) Assumptions, (B) Too many facts, (C) The conclusion of other scientists, (D) His present investigations

75. ____ Who taught against the accepted religious view of the Dark Ages that the earth was the center of the universe?
(A) Ptolemy, (B) Galileo, (C) Copernicus, (D) Augustine

76. ____ Who warned Christians to avoid the oppositions of false science?
(A) Solomon, (B) David, (C) Paul, (D) James

77. ____ Who first taught that life came from water?
(A) Empedocles, (B) Thales, (C) Augustine, (D) Aristotle

78. ____ What is one thing mutations may do in a particular form of life?
(A) Change an already existent characteristic, (B) Develop a new characteristic, (C) Produce an advantageous ability

79. ____ Who disproved the concept that somatic characteristics are not passed on to succeeding generations?
(A) Lamarck, (B) Lyell, (C) Malthus, (D) Weisman

80. ____ What problem would have arisen if God had not created all life with similarities that would function in a common environment?
(A) Animals and plants could function together, (B) Man, animals and plants could not survive in the same environment, (C) Man would have dominion over animals

81. ____ By which one of the following is the scientist not limited?
(A) The present, (B) Sense perception, (C) Determination of the ethical, (D) Hypothesis based upon observed facts

82. ____ Though Bultmann was a religious leader, he believed that the concept of God creating the worlds was what?
(A) An allegory, (B) A parable, (C) A myth, (D) A fable

83. ____ What is considered to be the mechanism for evolutionary development?
(A) Mutations, (B) Geographical distribution, (C) Recapitulation, (D) Survival of the fittest

84. ____ What is an invertebrate?
(A) A one-celled animal, (B) A life form which has no backbone, (C) A life form that is confined to land

85. ____ What is one thing that is characteristic of mutations which is against evolution?
(A) They are advantageous for survival, (B) They are always radioactively induced, (C) They are almost always detrimental to survival

86. ____ When the word *yamin* is used in the Bible, what must we always understand to be the meaning?
(A) "Waste & void", (B) "Became", (C) "Was", (D) "24-hour days"

87. ____ Who said that a religion or science that does not touch one another is mutilated and barren?
(A) Huxley, (B) Inge, (C) Paul, (D) Peter

88. ____ What does the Hebrew word *olam* mean?
(A) "Waste & void", (B) "Became", (C) "Long period of time", (D) "Create"

89. ____ Who is known for being one of the first to promote the teaching of uniformitarianism?
(A) Darwin, (B) Lyell, (C) Larmarck, (D) Malthus

90. ____ The presence of the evolutionists’ so-called vestigial organs actually manifests what?
(A) Organs that have lost their use in the process of evolution, (B) Organs which support development, (C) If such are truly "vestigial" then devolution or degeneration is evidenced, (D) Evidence of developing organs

91. ____ What is recapitulation?
(A) Evidence of reverse evolution, (B) The ability to classify plants and animals, (C) The embryo’s supposed stages of transition which manifest evolutionary stages of development.
92. _____ What does the “wrong-order” problem propose to theistic evolutionists?
(A) The entire Bible orderly confirms creation, (B) Each kind orderly reproduces, (C) Vegetation that was created during the 3rd period of time could not survive until the creation of the needed sun of the 4th period of time

93. _____ What does kataklustheis mean?
(A) 24-hour, (B) overthrow with water, (C) Create

94. _____ The existence of fossils prove what?
(A) Geological catastrophes, (B) Uniformitarianism, (C) Uniformitarian evolution

95. _____ The average animal today is the size of what animal?
(A) Cow, (B) Cat, (C) Dog, (D) Sheep

96. _____ Who wrote the book, The Descent of Man?
(A) Erasmus Darwin, (B) Charles Lyell, (C) Charles Darwin, (D) Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

97. _____ The fact that animal and plant life can be classified into different groups is evidence of what?
(A) Evolution from a common ancestor, (B) Evidence of a common creation, (C) Evidence of disorder in life

98. _____ As a teaching or concept, how would one correctly classify the thought of evolution?
(A) Hypothesis, (B) Theory, (C) Scientific fact

99. _____ What is one of the major assumptions of the fluorine method of dating?
(A) Salinity of the oceans has not remained constant, (B) The level of fluorine of the soil, (C) The fact of ionic interchange, (D) The helium content of fossils

100. _____ What plant depends on a moth for pollination?
(A) Pronumba, (B) Yucca, (C) Fern, (D) Cactus